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Creative Financial Designs, Inc.

Get To Know Us Before Investing With Us

L

ike your family’s history, our history should be
important to you as well. Creative Financial
Designs, Inc. is a Registered Investment Adviser, as
defined under the Investment Adviser Act of 1940,
and governed under the rules of the Securities and
Exchange Commission. Creative Financial Designs,
Inc., a family owned company, was founded in
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1982 in Kokomo, Indiana and has been servicing
tens of thousands of clients in the development of
comprehensive financial plans and the management
of their investment portfolios ever since. Check us
out at www.creativefinancialdesigns.com or look us
up on the SEC website www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Is Professional Money Management Right For You?

W

hat are your financial goals and how will you
reach these goals? Do you have a personal
investment plan? These are serious questions that
often bring to light shortcomings in planning for
your future. You need to determine which plan you
are going to implement and utilize to accomplish
your financial goals. If you enjoy spending hours
of time researching, reading prospectuses, looking

over financial ratios, determining overall market
conditions and economic trends, you may not
need us. If you would rather spend your spare time
pursuing your passions, then our program may give
you that freedom. You may rest assured that your
investments are strategically allocated based on
your goals and objectives and are monitored by our
professional investment management team.

Why Investment Management Services?
•

Do you know that you should be investing for your future needs & goals?

•

Have you ever wondered how you should be investing for you situation?

•

Do you ever wonder if you’re investing in the best options available?

•

Are you ever confused about the choices inside your investment plan?

•

Do you want to know that your investments are based on your needs and goals?

•

Do you want to know that your investments support your values?

•

Do you ever fear opening your account statement?

•

Do you want peace of mind in knowing that a team is monitoring your portfolio?

•

Do you want an adviser that is on the “same side of the table” as you?

•

Do you wonder how your portfolio risk and correlation matches you needs?
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The Portfolio Basics
Diversification...
is the process of investing in different types of
investments such as cash, bonds, equities, and
alternatives. You have heard the motto: “Don’t put
all your eggs in one basket.” The proper mix and
investments in your portfolio depends on your
risk tolerance, investment goals, and time horizon
for each objective. Again, everybody is different!
Your portfolio and investments should be treated
differently also!
For illustration purposes only - does not represent
the allocation of any particular model.

The Power of Diversification...

This hypothetical is used for illustration
purposes, and assumes a straight-line
return over the defined period. Actual
results would vary. Results are not guaranteed and an
investor could lose a portion or all of their money.

can be explained by the chart to the side. If a person
would have invested $10,000 in a fixed investment
over 25 years returning 7% annually, they would
have accumulated $54,274. If a 2nd person would
have invested $2,000 in each of 5 investments
that annually returned 12%, 10%, 6%, 0% and
one investment that lost all $2,000, who would be
better off at the end of 25 years? The diversified
account would have accumulated $66,254. That is
nearly $12,000 more in the diversified portfolio.

Taking it to the Next Level

E

nhanced diversification comes with using
investments that are non-correlated or less
correlated to one another. In other words, using
investments that work differently in different types
of market conditions. This may give you a better
chance to make money in rising or declining
markets and potentially protect assets during market
declines.
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Investment A

Portfolio

Investment B

Disciplined Investing
It is Time in the Market, Not Market Timing

H

uman emotions have the ability to affect clients investing. It is common for investors confidence to grow as
your investments grow. Conversely, as markets lose value, confidence decreases. Clients tend to go to the
sidelines at the wrong time.
Disciplined investing does not adhere to the emotions of investing such as greed, fear, or chasing returns. Along
with keeping your account diversified, using a disciplined long-term investment approach is key to obtaining
consistent and sound results.

Emotions of Active Investing
EUPHORIA
Thrill
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Anxiety Falling Prices
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OPTIMISM
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OPTIMISM
LOSS
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Hope

Fear
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Hope
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Investment Price
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Desire to
BUY

INTEREST

CONFIDENCE

Desire to
SELL

GREED

DOUBT

Depression

DESPONDENCY

FEAR

REGRET

Investor’s Emotions Over Time
Wall Street Journal, “Control Yourself ”, June 8, 2009
RBC Correspondent Services, “The Cycle of Market Emotions”, 6/09

Do Not Let Your Emotions Affect Your Investment Success!
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Approach
Understanding
Your Needs

•

•

•

•
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You meet with your
trusted adviser to discuss
your current and desired
financial picture.

Services for All
Your Needs

•

• Brokerage Investment
Management

Your adviser helps you
determine what products
and services are needed to
help you meet your longterm financial goals.
Your adviser helps you
access your goals, needs,
and investment objective
and behavior.
CFD believes no matter
how big your portfolio is,
it needs to be continuously
monitored based on your
goals and the economic
conditions.

CFD offers three different
management platforms to
help fit your needs:

•

Building Yo
Portfolio

•

Our dedicate
believes in th
when buildin
investment p
•

Diversifi

• Variable Annuity
Investment Management

•

Strategic

•

Long-Ter

• Self-Directed Company
Retirement Investment
Management

•

Market C

•

Quality I

•

Quality I
Research

•

Risk Ass

•

Investme

•

Cost Com

•

Manager

•

Fundame

•

Technica

Within the three
management platforms,
CFD offers several
strategies and five distinct
portfolios for each of your
investment goals, needs,
and investment objectives.

Principles

Your

ed team
he following
ng your
portfolio:

Monitoring Your
Portfolio

•
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c Investing

rm Investing

Conditions

•

The CFD team runs
programs daily to
check for any portfolio
abnormalities.

•

The CFD team monitors
and researches your
investments inside your
respective portfolio
and makes changes as
necessary.

Investments

Independent
h
essment

ent Philosophy

mparison

r Tenure

ental Analysis

al Analysis

The Investment Committee
of CFD meets to discuss
overall market and
economic conditions
and determines proper
diversification models
based on a determined risk
level.

•

The CFD team rebalances
your portfolio as necessary
and based on the market
conditions.

Reviewing Your
Progress

•

You and your trusted
adviser meet as needed
to discuss your current
financial situation, needs,
goals, risk, and progress.

•

You and your trusted
adviser meet to determine
if any changes are needed
to your products and
services to make sure your
long-term needs are served.

•

Your trusted adviser
can discuss with you the
CFD management teams
thoughts on portfolio
risk levels and market
conditions.

•

Your trusted adviser has
access to the investment
management team at all
times.
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Options
W
way.

e recognize every client’s investment comfort or risk level may be different, that is why we offer so many
options within our Self-Directed platform. Do not be overwhelmed, your trusted adviser will help lead the

Investment Objective Options
• Conservative - Relatively stable portfolio while attempting to keep pace with inflation.
• Moderately Conservative - Attempting to build assets with below average risk.
• Moderate - Opportunity for long-term portfolio growth with average risk.
• Moderately Aggressive - Long-term growth potential with above average risk.
• Aggressive - Aggressive long-term investor with tolerance for larger portfolio movements.
LOWER RISK

Conservative

HIGHER RISK

Moderatly Conservative

Moderate

Moderatly Aggressive

Aggressive

100% Stocks

Return

Moderate
Moderately Aggressive
Moderately Conservative
Conservative
100% Bonds
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Risk

Aggressive

Self-Directed Strategies
How It Works

Y

our available investment holdings inside your company’s retirement plan will determine the type of investments
in your account. Our team researches these options and determines what to use for your portfolio needs and
goals. We want to keep you invested in the best portfolio possible under your investment objective. We offer two
separate investment strategies; “Active” and “Passive,” to help you reach your goals.

“Active” Strategy

O

ur signature Active Strategy is built for clients that want a professional investment management team
monitoring their retirement account daily as well as rebalancing when necessary and evaluating all investments
inside their plan quarterly or as needed. This allows your portfolio to be kept in line with the best investments and
within your goals on a timely basis.

“Passive” Strategy

O

ur Passive Strategy is an inexpensive professionally managed accounts strategy for clients who believe account
management can be done less actively. Perhaps it’s for new lower asset accounts. Our Passive Strategy evaluates
your investment options on an annual basis and may rebalance it quarterly if needed.

Who’s Watching Your Retirement Account?
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Structure
Operations & Fees

I

nvestors should always carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges of any investment or investment
program. The following are the maximum management fee expenses that Creative Financial Designs, Inc. charges for its
Self-Directed Management Platform. Additional fees within the individual investments may also exist depending on the type
of investment. Your adviser will let you know the specific management fee. For a complete description of management fees,
please check out the SEC filed Investment Management Brochure available through your adviser or found online at www.
creativefinancialdesign.com.

“Active” Management Monthly Fees

A

monthly management fee is based on your retirement account’s value at inception. The monthly fee is billed to the
discretionary account of your choice for the remaining calendar year. Your account’s value and management fee is evaluated
on January 1 each year and the new management fee takes effect in January of the current year.
Account Value

Monthly Rate

<$24,999

$15 mo.

$25,000 - $49,999

$25 mo.

$50,000 - $74,999

$50 mo.

$75,000 - $99,999

$75 mo.

$100,000 - $124,999

$100 mo.

$125,000 - $149,999

$125 mo.

$150,000 - $249,999

$150 mo.

$250,000 - $499,999

$200 mo.

$500,000+

$250 mo.

“Passive” Management Quarterly Fees

A

quarterly management fee is charged to a discretionary account of your choice. A maximum charge of $135 per quarter is
accessed.
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Our Committment
Investment Committee
overview

Portfolio building and
maintenance

Adviser and client
reviews

Investment monitoring

Statements and
communications

Portfolio Building & Maintenance

Statements and Communications

We will build your personal investment portfolio based on your
risk tolerance and available investment choices with you selected
investment strategy. We will then continue to monitor it making
sure it is appropriately allocated.

Portfolio reports and quarterly statements are available via internet
and mailed annually to clients. Your adviser has access to the
management team and the appropriate materials 24/7. Access to
your account via the internet is also available 24/7.

Investment Monitoring

Adviser and Client Reviews

Monitoring of your investments through our research and
associated companies’ research will ensure your portfolio continues
to work for you.

Your adviser will schedule appointments with you as necessary to
answer any questions and to discuss your investment account and
your complete financial picture.

Monitoring Investment Choices
We continue to monitor any new investment choices as they arise,
making sure your portfolio is invested within the best investments
available.
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OUR

MISSION
Our Mission is to provide unique and
valuable investment services to all clients
while honoring our Kingdom Values in
guiding our work and lives.
Disclosures for Creative Financial Designs, Inc.
Investment Risk
All investments entail risk, and these risks could result in the loss of
principal in your investment. There is no guarantee of returns. If there are
historic or hypothetical returns identified in this piece, these are provided
as informational only, and should not be read as an indication about the
returns that you should expect to receive as a result of this investment. Past
performance is not an indication of future results.
Model Portfolios
Portfolios are allocated pursuant to models determined by Creative Financial
Designs, Inc., (Designs) which is solely responsible for the content of each
model, and the selection of specific investments within the confines of each
asset class and model. Designs has discretion to change the model at any
time, and will make changes to the model based on current or anticipated
market conditions, as deemed appropriate. Any references to percentages
of assets in a model portfolio are subject to the discretion of the management
team, and are subject to change at any time, without notice.
Variances Among Accounts
Each Designs investment model is merely a guideline, and there may
be variance between investment holdings, and therefore returns, in any
particular account versus the model allocation. In some instances, these
differences may be material. Additionally, there may be some differing
holdings among customers investing in the same investment model portfolio.
Some of these differing holdings are the result of limited investment options,
such as would be the case in self-directed retirement accounts, and/or
managed variable annuity accounts. Additional variances could arise due to
such things as, without limitation:
• programmed reallocations by an issuer, pursuant to particular product
terms and conditions
• special reallocation requests by the client
• timing issues, e.g. investors purchase a fund that subsequently is
no longer available for new purchasers, so later investors invest in a

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

comparable (though not identical) investment
size of an investment account
additional strategic options selected by a client, e.g. a client uses the
invest over time option or an alternative investment rider option
additional contributions to an account, or one-time or systematic
withdrawals from an account
the fact that transactional charges may make a reallocation
disadvantageous to a particular client, or due to the investment strategy
which the client has selected
tax implications applicable to an individual investment or account
opening of new investments
closing of investments to new investors
minimum investment amounts applicable to investments

Client Choices Influencing Returns in the Account
Please note that your choices as a client may influence the returns in your
account, and may not mirror returns of holdings of other investors in the
same model portfolio. Some of your choices that may affect the account
include:
• Making additional contributions to your account
• Making withdrawals from your account
• Putting special restrictions on your account, either to hold a particular
security, to avoid a particular security, to hold additional cash, etc.
• Selecting an add-on strategy such as the Invest Over Time option or
selecting an Alternative Investment Rider
Affiliation with CFD Investments
Designs is owned and controlled by several persons who also have financial
interests in cfd Investments, Inc. (CFD), a registered broker/dealer, member
FINRA and SIPC. Designs is also co-located with CFD, and several persons
associated with CFD are also associated with Designs. When appropriate,
assets of clients managed by Designs will be maintained in accounts
established at CFD.
Advisory Services are Provided through Creative Financial Designs, Inc., a
Registered Investment Adviser.
2704 South Goyer, Kokomo, IN 46902 765.453.9600

Toll Free: 800.745.7776 • Phone: 765.453.9600 • Fax: 765.864.4080
2704 South Goyer Road • Kokomo, Indiana 46902
Located in the Creative Financial Centre®

